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Another new investment lexicon
Over 25 years in this business, my lexicon of investment terms continues to expand. Some of these terms
continue to be relevant, others just a passing fancy, some are useless and a nuisance, and for many of them the verdict
is still not conclusive if they prove to be prescient and permanent. The Dollar Smile was such a term I learned during
the global financial crisis of 2008 which states that the USD tends to strengthen when the US economy is either
performing better than the rest of the world or if there is global recession even if the cause of the recession is
emanating from the US. A classic head you win, tail you win asset class reflecting the hegemonic status of the mighty
greenback. BRIC was another term coined after Brazil, Russia, India, and China back in 2000 that has predicted the
coalition of four emerging economics will dominate the global economy in the next decade. The BRIC’s share of the
global economy was supposed to rise from 8% in 2000 to as high as 27% in this period. China is supposed to supplant
every country except the US, which has turned out to be true, but India was supposed to be the 5th largest economy in
the world, Brazil and Russia will be larger than Canada. The last three countries have not lived up to the expectation. A
term that has proven less useful and certainty was a nuisance was Trumpnomics. It was not useful in the sense it was ad
hoc, random and the impact has been fleeting. Think of Trump’s insistence that Microsoft buys over Byte Dance US
operations after a swarm of TikTokers sabotaged the registration system of his Oklahoma re-election rally.
Quantitative Easing and subsequently Tapering are terms that are still in play and the longer-term impact is yet to be
fully understood.
A new investment lexicon was introduced to the investment community in recent months.
President Xi’s “Common Prosperity” proclamation was such havoc to the capital markets. Nearly $1
trillion in market capitalization has been wiped out as the market retreated 30% from the peak in
February this year. The first salvo under this doctrine was issued against Ant Financial IPO back in November 2020.
Over the next 9 months, the Chinese authorities pursued after a host of industries under the guise of concerns on data
security, monopolistic behavior, social ills, and speculative asset classes. E-commerce companies were chided for their
anti-monopolistic practices. Ride-hailing companies for compromising data security. Online education, online gaming,
social media platforms, and Macau gaming were considered social ills that needed to be right portioned. Last-mile
delivery and logistics companies were deemed callous to the welfare of their workers, and the property market is “for
living not speculating”.
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1950s, even as Deng Xiaoping opens up China's economy and promulgate the mandate “to allow some people to get
rich first”, he has often cited this term as well. In the language of the Chinese communist party, common prosperity is
their promise to the nation of an egalitarian economic and social development model that will fairly share the wealth
of their progress. When we look through their lens, we can comprehend these regulatory announcements were not
disparate policy directives but instead a concerted effort to achieve the distribution of wealth. In the chart below,
Goldman Sachs brings together the various policies in the last two years that underscored their coherence in the
pursuit of this “common prosperity”.

Source: Goldman Sachs

What do all these mean to the economy and capital markets? As with many things in life, they do
not exist in a dichotomy but overall, the impact is negative. A simplistic analysis looks at the sectors that will
come under a new regulatory regime such as the Internet, education services, healthcare and property, media, and
entertainment. These five sectors account for 20% of all the Chinese companies listed in the US, China, and Hong
Kong for a total market capitalization of $3.6trn as of mid-August. 90% of the market capitalization of these sectors
($3.2trn) are driven by privately-owned enterprise. The long-term profit growth potential of these privately owned
enterprises will be hampered. Frame it differently, 18% of the entire market capitalization of all the Chinese
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But the term of “Common Prosperity” is not a new ideology. It was first introduced by Mao Zedong in the

companies are adversely affected in various degrees. In terms of employment, these five “at-risk” sectors are
estimated to constitute 20% of urban employment; the education sector (which includes public and private
institutions) alone employs 5% of China’s urbanites.

The clampdown on property under Xi’s edict that “housing is for living not speculating” poses
an even greater threat to China's economic engine. China property market is the largest in the world at more
than $50trn, eclipsing the US $34trn and is as large as the market capitalization of the US equity or fixed income
markets each. The property sector and its ancillary industries account for 30-40% of its GDP. 62% of the
Chinese household wealth is tied to the property market while 41% of their banking system loans are
to the real estate. The saving grace is bulk of the loans are to mortgage loans and non-real estate corporates who
have used their property as collateral. The loan-to-value of these property loans is still low from 40-50% and 50-60%
of the mortgage loans are paid with cash.
Real estate is a large component of household wealth and the banking system
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18% of total listed Chinese companies are affected by increased regulatory scrutiny

Sales volume in the 1H21 has been strong but since June, it has started to decline and it is now
trending below the 2018-2020 level. It is likely sales will decline for 2021 and possibly down -5% to -10% YoY for
2022. The asking price has also retreated as much as 10% in recent months and likely will decline low-single digit in
the next two years. The major mitigating factor for a US-like housing crisis is inventory is normal with Tier 1 and 2
cities at 10 months and 30 months respectively; far from the high in 2015 which stood at 18 months for Tier 1 and 65
months in Tier 2 cities. We have to state categorically we are expecting a slowdown in new sales, construction starts,
and single-digit decline in selling prices in the next 2-3 years but we are not expecting a housing crisis in China.
Property developers are 4% of the market’s earnings, financial institutions are 54%, and the
construction sector another 2% for a combined of 60% of the market earnings. There is also a knock-on
effect on consumption and wealth should property prices fall more than 10%. It is complex to be precise what is the
impact to earnings from a retreating real estate but it is reasonably conceivable the earnings growth for the
NPLs (currently is very low at 0.3%) will trim 15-20% of this sector earnings in 2022. Putting them together, the
overall market EPS for 2022 could be lowered by 8% to 10% ppt, implying the current EPS forecast could be halved or
register meagre growth
Volume and prices in China real estate have started to decline

Valuation for Chinese equities will be structurally derated as the albatross of regulatory
uncertainty hangs, alongside an obfuscating property market and expected downgrades in GDP and
EPS forecasts. Between 2015 and 2020, investors were willing to accord a higher PE multiple of 12x to as much as
20x less than a year ago because of the belief that China’s new economy industries will deliver superior ROE and
higher returns growth trajectory. This has now become circumspect. Prior to this lofty period, China used to trade
at 8-10x for extended periods as they embark on the restructuring of its institutions . That time was 2009-2015
where it was weaning off state-own enterprises, remodeling its economic structure away from fixed-asset investment
to consumption, and countless regulations were issued on its financial institutions. We believe it will revert back to
this paradigm trading between 8-12x forward PE. At the current valuation of 13x, the market has not discounted
enough the ongoing deterioration of its economic and profitability profiles. We have seen markets suffered permanent
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developers and construction sector will be revised by 20-25% lower. For the financial institutions for every 1% rise in

derating before when the government regulates capitalism and engineers one with socialistic undertones. South Korea
is a good example. It used to trade 12-15x in the aftermath of the Asia financial crisis but de-rated to 8-10x and
stayed there when the subsequent governments over-regulated the markets in favour of equilibrating wealth between
individuals versus the chaebols.
In our last Navigator, Courage on the blocks, we argued that the market may be wrong about
inflation being transitory. We laid out our view that elevated car prices will persist for much longer and rise in
wages are sticky. The latest data in the US show that used car price is up 39% YoY and is now feeding into new car
price which has risen 5.4% YoY. Inventory normalization of new cars will not happen until the end of 2022. Average
hourly earnings in the US have increased 4.3% YoY with almost every category rising even as there are more job
openings than hirings.
Wages are rising even as job openings are plenty

This edition we add another source of inflation risk. US house prices have risen 18% year-todate. Before 2020, the US was already underbuilding to the tune of 1.0 to 1.2mn homes. Post pandemic, demand has
increased due to a combination of work-from-home demanding larger space, a shift from cities to suburbia, mismatch
in supply-demand, and higher incomes. It normally takes half a year for rising new homes prices to feed into the
shelter component of Core-PCE services and shelter is the second-largest component of the index.
US housing inventory is near record low, demand is strong and prices are rising
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Extremely low car inventory driving up prices

There is clear evidence that inflation is all abound and is not just a US phenomenon. Our trusted forward
indicator, the global PMI indicator for input prices is increasing for both services and manufacturing sectors and
feeding into higher output prices.

Even as inflation rises driven by supply shocks that have proven harder to normalize, demand is also
weakening. At the start of the year, our narrative was for the robust manufacturing momentum in 2H20 to moderate
in 2Q21 as inventory and demand normalize. Higher vaccination rates and ensuing reopening of economies will propel
the service sectors to take over the growth leadership. This has indeed happened in the first half of the year. But by
mid-year, services momentum has slowed materially. We can’t exactly pinpoint the cause of this abrupt drop in the
service sector. Part of the decline could be attributed to a renewed delta virus wave sweeping across Asia and China,
the effect of China's wide-spanning clampdown, global supply-chain bottlenecks but the drop in employment
confidence in the PMI data is incongruent to job availability. This sharp deceleration warrants closer monitoring. It
could very well mean normalization of monetary policy could be slower than feared.
Global PMI Manufacturing & Services are retreating fast
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Higher input prices are feeding to higher output prices and is likely to linger for longer

Asset Allocation Strategy
Against this challenging macro backdrop, we have to also contend with the normalization of monetary
policy. The latest Fed meeting and their accompanying plots inform us they will start tapering from November or at
the latest December this year, while a 50bps hike in 2022 and 75bps hike in 2023 embedded in their forecast. This
revised sequencing of QT is a year and a quarter ahead of the original estimate the market had at the start of the
year.
We do have one quantitative tapering episode to draw from. In May 2013, the Fed communicated it will
taper, began the process in Jan 2014, and paused the program in Oct 2014, a 17-month odyssey. That experience tells
us we should not fear QT too much. SPX rose 10.7% from point of communication in May 2013 to the actual
commencement of tapering in Jan 2014 and the market continued to rise another 10.2% during the tapering process.
of them occurred when tapering commenced. The VIX was 2 ppt higher than long term normal and there were five
occasions where it spiked above 20, while in the prior year, VIX spiked above 20 only once. Fair to assume one must
be prepared for greater PNL swings.
Nothing to fear but fear itself, oh and the occasion >4% drop along the way.

Equities: After holding a bullish view on equities since April of last year, we finally downgrade it to
Underweight. We have on many occasions argued that weak GDP growth, high valuation, and even negative EPS
growth are not as predictive to future market returns as momentum in earnings revision. We expect earnings to
inflect lower as the global economy slows more than expected and rising inflation pressures margin.
Supply chain bottleneck including port congestion globally and a recent electricity curtailment in China cloud
production outlook. The momentum in earnings revision has peaked for all regions. Since May, China's earnings have
been downgraded but we are expecting more to come. China downgrade obviously will exacerbate the rest of
emerging markets complex. In the US, ERM has been trending lower since June, and the positive momentum seems
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However, it is notable that during this experiment, there were 8 occasions the market fell more than 4% of which 5

to have peaked for Europe and Japan in July/August as well. Furthermore, our analysis of 2013-2014 QT informs us
that cyclical growth sectors such as Consumer Discretionary, Tech, and Communication Services underperform
defensive sectors materially during tapering. These three sectors constitute 50% of the index and if they play out
accordingly with this style rotation, a large chunk of the index that has done well in the past many years will come
under selling pressure. We are underweight these sectors on a global basis now and are focusing on beneficiaries of
rising rates like banks and insurers, in reopening plays, and in secular themes like healthcare and environment themes.
The inclusion of another lower beta/correlation hedge fund equities manager in Europe recently brings in a total of
four key equities hedge fund managers we have invested as part of the effort to optimize the portfolio.
Expect rotation out of growth in coming quarters
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ERM has peaked for all regions

Source: Bloomberg

Fixed Income: Remains Underweight. Bare in mind Fed goes from buying $80-100bn of bonds per month for the
past year to buying $10-20bn once tapering begins. The influence of an unnatural bidder for treasury will wane. We
made little changes with preference to keep the duration short, holding financial institutions alt-capital credit, floatingrate notes. But we are eyeing opportunity to buy more Asia credit after the recent dislodgement of fundamentals
versus valuation as a result of Evergrande contagion.
FX: Long US dollar overlay. We think the dollar smile exerts its influence for the next couple of
months. Flight to safety, rising yield curve especially a more pronounced move on the short-end, reduces the
negative real yield of owning US assets augur well for the Dollar.
Commodities: Increased our commodity exposures aside from copper via different commodity expressions.
As a macro overlay, commodities have often been a good inflation hedge. Even as we worry about growth moderating
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faster than we expect, micro fundamentals of various commodities such as copper and natural gas support higher
prices.
Alternatives: Added a long/short European hedge fund. Exploring a hedge fund replication strategy in our effort to
expand our investments in strategies that are low to no correlation to equities and bonds.
Cash: Raising cash level.

Featured Picture/Quote:
I need to find four of these hamsters. Please message me where I can buy them.

https://www.businessinsider.com/hamster-trading-cryptocurrencies-rigged-cage-goxx-bitcoin-price-ether-doge-20219?amp
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Risk Disclosure
Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision. Covenant Capital (“CC”) may not have taken any steps to ensure that the securities or
financial instruments referred to in this report are suitable for any particular investor. CC will not treat recipients as its customers by their receiving the report. The investments or services
contained or referred to in this report may not be suitable for you and it is recommended that you consult an independent investment advisor if you are in doubt about such investments
or investment services. Nothing in this report constitutes investment, legal, accounting, or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate to your
circumstances or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation to you. The price, value of, and income from any of the securities or financial instruments mentioned in this report can
fall as well as rise. The value of securities and financial instruments is affected by changes in a spot or forward interest and exchange rates, economic indicators, the financial standing of
any issuer or reference issuer, etc., that may have a positive or adverse effect on the income from or the price of such securities or financial instruments. By purchasing securities or
financial instruments, you may incur above the principal as a result of fluctuations in market prices or other financial indices, etc. Investors in securities such as ADRs, the values of which
are influenced by currency volatility, effectively assume this risk.
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